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About This Game

WHAT A MESS!

You look like the right one for this logistical challenge! So many boxes and no order.
Place those crates on the red target squares, try not to block your own way and care for order.

BOX IT - A classic Arcade Puzzle Game from a new perspective and 300 puzzles to solve.

All 300 puzzles are set in a easy to medium difficulty range.

WORKSHOP SUPPORT

With the integrated Workshop for BOX IT, it's possible to convert existing Sokoban Levels and share them with the BOX IT
Community. Upload a single file or an entire folder with up to 1000 levels in a single pack. Subscribe to new puzzles and BOX

IT will automatically install all new puzzles.*

*Requires a simple path setup on the first run.
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Title: BOX IT
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Phoenix Coalition
Publisher:
Phoenix Coalition
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win7/8/10 64-bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo E8200 2.66GHz or Phenom II X2 545

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card with at least 1GB dedicated VRAM.

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

Additional Notes: Mobile and Integrated GPUs might work but have no official support.

English
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Years passed, getting old, but still driveable due to communities and mods, leagues, hope rf2 or 3 will replace it with so big
success as rf1.. Slendid story. Fun for the whole family.

This game presents a classic British Whodunit. The setting, the investigators, the impeccable slightly over the top British
narrator and the characters straight out of any Agatha Christie mystery (if slightly exaggerated) make this a pleasure to watch:
this game has got it pinned down perfectly. Sure, you'll be solving casual puzzles (you can pass the controller around round-
robin fashion for up to 4 players, the rest'll just have to spectate), but it's the Britishness, the Whodunit-ness, the mayor, the
constable, the butcher, the librarian, the doctor, the miller, Lady Snobbish, the gossipy old ladies, the colonel and everyone else
who bring this home.

In short, the game is 6 episodes of ~45 minutes each (that somehow add up to 6.9 hours on the account we played it on, but
presumably that includes getting everyone settled on the couch etc.). If the trailer appeals to you, the game delivers exactly that
in spades, at a bargain price.. 24 Hours 'till Rescue is a simple fun game. Like the previous games from this developer, this game
is fun. Controls are easy to use and anyone can pick up and play it. For the price, it is well worth a buy! Sounds are good and the
graphics are good. Even though at first you die a lot and have to start over, you can get the hang of it fairly quickly. I
recommend this game for anyone who has played games from this developer in the past, and is looking for something quick and
easy to pick up.. Super fun pick up and play arcade racer, almost like a budget motorstorm.. Started the game, had no tutorials at
all and couldn't get out of the first area.

Dev has also abandoned the project. Thankfully it only cost me $.09
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Just an amazing game!
Looks good
10/10!
A must buy for sure!. love this one 2. It's a fun game! Recommend it!. this games content is great, no question! but it's clear it
was made for switch, and PC was an afterthought
it's locked to 60fps but to make that worse it defaults to the highest refresh rate, meaning if your monitors highest refresh rate
isn't a multiple of 60 the game stutters, on 144hz it stutters to 20.8ms frametimes (48fps)

Workaround: use windowed borderless and set your refresh rate to 60hz. Who doesn't love time-travel and dinosaurs!
Played it with my 5 and 3 year old kids, they loved it.
The 5 year old played it by himself after and it had some variation to keep it interesting.

Somewhat short but I see it as a positive thing.. Waste of $10.00...none of the scenarios work!!!. It's to VR bowling as Eleven
Table Tennis is to VR ping pong. Physics and movements are spot on, you guys nailed it.. There are two "endings" and i played
this game twice because i thought i picked the wrong ending. I did not, this game just ends in an unsatisfying way. If you're
creating a game which relies heavily on story to entertain the player than the characters have to be relatable or the story
engaging. This game was niether. The story is both scattered and shallow, and the characters are uninteresting and flat. Had good
potential but was a let down in the end.

On the positive side the music was great.. Simple but kind of addictive shoot-em-up arcade game.

Since this is an early access game, please treat this review the same way - it was reviewed on the basis of the game I purchased
on the 26th of July 2016.

The game is a straight forward shoot-em-up game, you get two guns you can pick up at the start of the game, and then the game
lets you shoot robots that during the game looks exactly the same all the time. They all stand still on platforms. Eventually you
get some shields you can "hide and dive" behind, but you can accidentally blow those up yourself as well.

At the time of writing this review, this is all there is to the game, there's this voice that will tell you how fantastic you are while
hitting those robots, and each "level" consist of new pods to stand on, sometimes higher, sometimes closer and sometimes lower
- but essentially the same design each level. The game doesn't seem to have any leaderboards or scoreboards at the moment,
except for one long continous score that keeps increasing, even after you lost your 4 hearts.

Pros:

- Simple, entertaining shooter that even your smallest kids can be in on.
- Low priced, arcade style game.
- Lag free, no glitches, all real time. I'm GUESSING this one would even work with low end graphics cards.
- Potential to become a great shooter, it's an EARLY access game after all.

Cons:

- Seems like an early Beta.
- Repetitive with little new added to each level.
- No scoreboards, not even local.
- Increasing score, you don't get a chance to start from scratch.
- There's no menus (at least I can't find them) so it's basically just shoot-and-go-and-repeat.

. I'm a fan of Rise of the Tomb Raider. I also enjoyed the DLC but for the first time on Steam I am going to have to give a game
a not recommended. Now, that counts for this DLC as a standalone purchase - if you get the game as part of the Season Pass
then I would say it is worth playing. I would not pay \u00a37 for Cold Darkness Awakened on its own though...

The setting is pretty good, an old abandoned Soviet military\/industrial compound at night. Visuals and ambience are good as
with all the Rise stuff. The issue is the mechanic itself, namely ever-spawning enemies. You can shoot a thousand of these
things in the head and it won't matter because you cannot reduce numbers in the compound. That means you have to creep
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everywhere which makes progress really tedious. Additionally the 'quiet' mechanic doesn't matter because at certain random
points all the enemeis will suddenly become aware of you anyway!

Devs infinite enemies that just pop out of nowhere are just lazy and should never be part of a modern game.
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